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The problem of unattainable points is typical for the case of rational interpola
tion. Having computed the rational interpolant p/q from "linearized" interpolation
conditions, in other words, conditions expressed for fq - p instead of for f - (p/q),
it may occur that an interpolation point is also a common zero of p and q and
hence that the rational function p/q is undefined in that interpolation point.
Consequently the "nonlinear" interpolation condition cannot be satisfied in
that interpolation point anymore, not even by the irreducible form of p!q. The
interpolation point has become "unattainable." ~) 1993 Academic Press, Inc

1. UNATTAINABLE POINTS IN UNIVARIATE RATIONAL INTERPOLATION

The univariate problem of unattainable points was extensively discussed
by Claessens in [3]. We list his results that will serve as a starting point
for our discussion of the multivariate situation.

Let f be a univariate complex function known in the complex inter
polation points (X;)iEN' We construct the polynomial basis functions

i-I

Bj(x)= n (x-xd·
k=O

The problem of interpolating f by a rational function with numerator of
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degree n and denominator of degree m is formulated as follows. Find
polynomials

n

p(x) = L aiB;(x)
i~O

m

q(x) = L hiBi(x)
;=0

satisfying

(fq - p)(x) =
i;>-n+m + 1

(I )

for the formal Newton interpolating series development of fq - p.
Condition (I) means that

and implies

i=O, ... , n+m (2)

i=O, ..., n+m.

The advantage of expressing the rational interpolation problem as a
Newton-Pade approximation problem in (I) is that this formulation can
also be used in case some of the interpolation points coincide, because the
divided differences in (2) are defined for coalescent points. Let us denote

with cij = 0 if i > j. Using a kind of Leibniz rule for divided differences the
conditions in (2) for the coefficients G j and hi can be rewritten as

I cijh,=a j ,

i=O

j=o, ..., n

(3 )

If the rank of the coefficient matrix in (3) is m - s, then it was proved in
[2] that a unique solution Pn.m(x) and c]n.m(x) of (I) exists with oPn.m ~

n - sand oc]n,m ~ m - s where at least one of the upper bounds for the
degrees is attained. Every other solution p(x) and q(x) is of the form
p(x)=t(x)Pn.m(x) and q(x)=t(x)c]n.m(x). Since no solution exists where
both the degrees can be lowered simultaneously, these unique polynomials
Pn.m and c]n.m are called the "minimal solution." This minimal solution
in fact solves a whole triangle of interpolation problems in the rational
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interpolation table, namely all those lying in the triangle with corners
(n - s, m - s), (n + s, m - s), and (n - s, m + s) depicted in Fig. l.

Since the degrees in the minimal solution are minimal, the amount of
troubling common factors in the numerator and denominator of the
minimal solution is kept minimal. We call an interpolation point Xi an
"unattainable point" of order I if

-(k) ( )-0- -(k) ( )Pn.m Xi - - qn.m Xi , k=O, ... , I

with I as large as possible. The following theorem, proved in [3], says
that common factors in minimal solutions only involve unattainable
interpolation points.

THEOREM l. Let (x - a)k be a common factor of the minimal solution
Pn.m(x) and l/n.m(x) of (1). Then a E {Xi Ii = 0, , n + m} and k ~ mea) where
mea) denotes the multiplicity ofa in {xili=O, , n+m}.

In other words, k of the mea) interpolation conditions in IX cannot be
attained when computing the rational interpolant [3].

THEOREM 2. Let X i1 = ... = Ximl'l= a, with il~ ... ~im(a), belong to
{x iii = 0, ..., n +m }. Then IX is an unattainable point of order I if and only if
for the irreducible form rn.m of Pn.mll/n.m

i = 0, ..., m( IX) - 1- 1

For the irreducible form rn.m(x) even more can be proved. The following
result in fact introduces unattainable points in further entries of the
rational interpolation table [3].

THEOREM 3. Let the minimal solution Pn.m and l/n.m of (1) be such that
oPn.m=n-s l and ol/n.m=m-s2 • Then all the rational interpolants lying in

(n-s,m-s) (n-s,m+s)
r-----~----..

(n+5,m-s)

FIGURE 1

640/72,2-3
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the square with corners (n-sl,m-s2) and (n+s2,m+s l ) have the same
irreducible form rn.m(x).

This result should be read as: since rk./ = r",m for k + I> n + m we know
that Pu(x,)=O=iju(x,) for i=n+m+l, ...,k+1 and hence that
x" + m + 1, ... , Xk + / are unattainable points. More details can be found in [3].
This square is in fact the union of the triangle emanating from the minimal
solution and its mirror image. For each entry in this mirror image its
minimal solution is constructed by multiplying P".m and ij".m with a factor
containing interpolation points and hence unattainable points. This tech
nique ensures us that more coefficients in the Newton series for fq - p vanish.

THEOREM 4. Let the minimal solution p" .. ",.m-m, and ij" -",.m-m, be
such that

(a) oP"-",,m .. m, = n - n l

(b) oij"-",,m-ml =m-m 1

(c) (fij" -"l,m-m, - P,,-nl.m-m)(x) = L;;>n+m+ 1 d;B;(x)

(d) rn-n1,m-m,(x) also satisfies the interpolation conditions in the
points xn+m+l+f3Jfor j= I, ..., t andO~/31 < ... </3,.

Then if !3j<zj+nl+m 1 we have for 1=!3j+l, ...,2j+nl +ml:

rn + ml +j,m-m) +/-) = rn-nl,m~ml = r,,_ nl +/-j,m+nl +j'

This theorem explains that the square block described in the previous
theorem is only a starting point and that it can have a sort of tail
concentrated along its main diagonal as illustrated in Fig. 2. Let us now
investigate what remains valid if we turn to the case of more variables.

diagonal n>m>\

1l,~O < 2+n, + m,

1 < 4+n
1

+ m
l

1 <II]' 6>n, +m,

1l)~2j+n+m

',/ J 1 1, ,
" ~ II,' 2k + n, + m,

~4·{1l·: II ~ II + I
{'.::::-:':-:-:::-:-i k> f l<:

f -_:"·~-.;::-:l
~, , ,

FIGURE 2
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2. THE MULTIVARIATE SITUATION

163

It is immediately clear that there will be one very important difference
between the univariate and the multivariate case. In the univariate situa
tion a common zero 0( of two polynomials gives rise to a common factor
(x -a). In the multivariate case one can have p(a, p) = 0 = q(a, p) without
having a factor like (x-a)(y-fJ) common in p and q. However, unat
tainable interpolation points still do exist and a theorem analogous to
Theorem 1 can be proved. We first resume the definition of multivariate
rational interpolant and the notion of multivariate minimal solution
from [4].

Let a bivariate function f(x, y) be known in the complex data points
«Xi' Yj))(i,j)E Nl and let I be a finite subset of N 2 indexing those data points
that will be used as interpolation points. With the data points we construct
the polynomial basis functions

;-1 )-1

Bij(x, y)= n (x-xd n (y- y/).
k=O 1=0

The problem of interpolating these data by a bivariate rational function
was formulated in [4] as follows. Choose finite subsets Nand D of N 2 with
N c I and compute bivariate polynomials

such that

p(x, y) = I aijBij(x, y),
(i,j)EN

q(x, y) = L bijBij(x, y),
(i,j)ED

#N=n+l

#D=m+ 1

(4a)

(i,j)EI, #I=n+m+ 1. (4b)

If q(x;, y) # 0 then this last condition implies that

(i, j) E I. (4c)

We say that I satisfies the inclusion property if whenever a point (i, j)
belongs to I, all the points in the rectangle emanating from the origin with
(i, j) as its furthermost corner belong to I. Condition (4b) is for instance
met if the following two conditions are satisfied by the polynomials given
in (4a) [4],

(fq-p)(X,y)= L dijBIj(x,y)
(i,j) E 1\1'\1

I satisfies the inclusion property,

(5a)

(5b)
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where the Newton interpolating series development (Sa) is formal. Condi
tion (Sa) can also be used if some or all of the interpolation points or their
coordinates coincide since it can ,be replaced by conditions in terms of
bivariate divided differences [4],

(fq)[xo, ..., xa [Yo, , Yj] = p[xo, ..., xa [Yo, ..., Yj], (i,)) E N (6a)

(fq)[xo, , xJ[yo, ..., yJ =0, (i,))E/\N. (6b)

Using a multivariate generalization of the Leibniz rule for divided differ
ences [4] we can substitute (fq)[xo, ..., x;][Yo, ..., Yj] in (6a), (6b) with
the notation

by

(fq)[xo, ..., xi][Yo, ..., yJ = I bwC"i,Vj'
(".VIE D

Also

(i,)) E N.

From now on we denote a rational function satisfying (6) by [N/D] ,.
Numbering the points in the sets N, D, and I as

N = (Cio, )0), , (in' in)}

D = {(do, eo), , (dm, em)}

I=Nu (Cin+I,)n+l), ..., (in+m,)n+m)}

condition (6) becomes

(7a)

(7b)

(7c)

v=O, ..., n (8a)

(

Cdo ' .'n + 1;.eOJn+ I

cd{)i,,+m,eoJntm

... C )(b) (0), "'" : ••,." b 7" ~ ~ .
dmlntm.emJntm dmem

(8b)

It is obvious that at least one nontrivial solution of (8b) exists, but it is not
so (unlike the univariate case) that different solutions PI' q I and P2, q2 of
(8) are necessarily equivalent, meaning that (PI q2)(X, y) = (P2qd(x, y).
With the numberings (7a), (7b), and (7c) of the respective indices in N, D,
and I we can set up descending chains of index sets, defining bivariate poly-
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(9a)

(9b)

nomials of "lower degree" and bivariate rational interpolation problems of
"lower order":

N=Nn=:J '" =:JNk = ((io.Jo)• .... (ibJd} =:J ...

=:JNo={(io.Jo)}, k=O, ...,n

D = Dm =:J ... =:J D, = {(do, eo), ..., (d" ea} =:J ...

=:JDo={(do,eo)}, I=O, ...,m

k + 1=0, ..., n + m

I\N=In + 1•n + m ·

(9c)

From now on we denote by op the exact "degree set" of the polynomial
p(x, y). Hence

op=Nn¢>p(x, y) given by (4a) with a i,}, # O.

If all the sets Ik+,c I also satisfy the inclusion property (this can easily
be achieved by an appropriate enumeration), then we can compute the
following entries in a "table" of multivariate rational interpolants:

( 10)

If we let nand m increase, infinite chains of index sets as in (9) can be
constructed and an infinite table of multivariate rational interpolants
results. Of course, in practice, only a finite number of entries will be
computed. It was proved in [1] that if the rank of the coefficient matrix
in (8b) equals m - s then some rational interpolants of "minimal" degree
can be computed for [N/D]/= [Nn/Dmh+m'

THEOREM 5. Let p(x, y) and q(x, y) be defined by (4a) and (8a), (8b).
Let the rank of Cn+ I.n+ m in (8b) be given by m - s. Then for 0 ~ k ~ sand
the rank ofCn-k+1,n+m-s equal to its maximal rank m-s+k, the unique
rational function

also solves [N/D]/= [Nn/Dm]/Hm'

Clearly minimal solutions aren't uniquely determined anymore. In
Theorem 5 all solutions Pn.m.k/iin.m.k = [Nn-k/Dm-s+k]/Hm_, are "mini
mal" in the sense that they use a minimal number of parameters and data
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to solve the (n, m) rational interpolation problem, in other words, each of
the minimal solutions on the (n + m - s)th diagonal (with numerator and
denominator "degree" respectively less than or equal to nand m). Again
each minimal solution in fact solves a whole triangle of interpolation
problems, namely those in the triangle with corners (n - k, m - s + k),
(n+s-k,m-s+k), and (n-k,m+k) [I]. This triangle is smaller than
in the univariate case. From Fig. 3 it is clear that the union of all the
triangles emanating from the minimal solutions Pn.m.k and iin.m.k is a
trapezoidal structure contained in the circumscribing triangle with corners
(n - s, m - s), (n + s, m - s), and (n - s, m + s). Why this trapezium cannot
be enlarged to cover the large triangle completely is explained in [1]. If the
rank of en _k + I,n + m _ s in Theorem 5 is not yet maximal then one can
further retreat in the table of rational interpolants as will be shown in the
following lemma,

In the univariate case the minimal solution is unique and is either a true
irreducible solution or a reducible solution with unattainable interpolation
points. We have just seen that in the multivariate case a minimal solution
is not unique anymore. What's more, in the multivariate case a rational
interpolation problem can have both a true irreducible minimal solution
and a reducible minimal solution at the same time. Consider the following
example and the solution sets [Nn/Dm]'n+rn for a number of nand m,

X j = i, i = 0, 1,2, ...

Yj = j + I, j = 0, 1, 2, ...

15 = {(0, 0), (l, 0), (0, 1), (2, 0), (I, I), (0, 2) }

/(/5)= {-I, -2, -1, -3, -I,-l}

N 2 ={(0,0),(1,0),(0, I)}

D 4 = {(0, 0), (I, 0), (0, 1), (2, 0), (1, I)},

(n-s,m-s)~ s...n,,:,s7t.....m.....) <n""T-s,m+s)

I
I
I
I
I
I

(n, m - 5) t<-~I--l-t-~

(n+s,m-s)

FIGURE 3
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Note that

-6
[N0/D4J / =---------

4 6 - 3x + X(X - I ) + 3x( y - I )

and

are two minimal solutions for

-a + 3{3x
[N]/D 4 J/ = ,

5 a - ax + {3X(X - I) + (a - 3{3) X(y - I)

167

where [No/D 4 h is a true irreducible solution satisfying (4c) and [N t/D 3h
is a reducible solution containing the common factor (x - I) with (x], Yo)
and (x I> y d as unattainable points. In the multivariate case a solution
must not be reducible in order to have unattainable interpolation points.
Take a look at [N2/D 3h and you see that the general solution (p/q)(x, y)
with af3 =F 0 is irreducible while (x \' Yo) is an unattainable interpolation
point since p(x t , yo)=O=q(x t , Yo). This is a situation which is essentially
different from the univariate one. However, common factors of minimal
solutions still always involve unattainable points as will be shown in the
following theorem. We first formalize the definition of unattainable point.
An interpolation point (Xi' Yj) is called "unattainable" of order (I], '2)
if for some O~k~s the solution Pn,m.diin.m,k= [Nn-k/Dm-s+kJ/Hm_, of
[Nn/DmJ/n + msatisfies

0"+"- 0"+"-Pn,m,k ( ) 0 qn,m,k ( )
;\ ";\,, Xj, Yj = = ;\";\,, Xi' Yj ,
uX uy uX uy

LEMMA. Let p(x, y) and q(x, y) be defined by (4a) and (8a), (8b)for the
(n - n 1 , m - m 1 ) rational interpolation problem and let

(a) op = N n _ n ,

(b) oq=Dm_ ml

(c) (fq- p)(x, y) = LU,j)E N'\/n+m dijBij(.r:, y) with din+m+ljHm+1 =FO.

Then p(x, y) and q(x, y) solve the multivariate rational interpolation problem
at entry (k, l) if and only if (k, l) belongs to the triangle with corners
(n-n t , m-m]), (n+m], m-m j ), and (n-n\, m+n]).
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Proof We first prove the necessary condition. If pjq solves the (k, I)
rational interpolation problem, then k and I must be such that

n-nl~k implying N n n, cNk

m-ml~1 implying D m _ml cD,

n+m?-k+1 implying Ik+,cIn+m·

Now we concentrate on the sufficient condition. Consider the (k, I) rational
interpolation problem with (k, I) in the triangle in question. Then clearly
p(x, y) and q(x, y) solving the (n - n I' m - m I) rational interpolation
problem also satisfy

(fq-p)(x,y)= I dijB,j(x,y)
(i,j)e Nl\h+!

which completes the proof. I
The importance of this lemma lies in the fact that it describes a structure

of the table of multivariate rational interpolants "emanating" from a
"minimal solution." Each minimal solution solves a whole triangle of
interpolation problems and the maximal triangle is given in this lemma.
We now generalize Theorem 1 to the multivariate case.

THEOREM 6. Let p(x, y) and q(x, y) be defined by (4a) and (8a), (8b)
with op=Nn_ nl , oq=Dm_ ml , and Cn-nl+l,n+m nl ml of maximal rank.
If p and q have a common factor

t(X, y) = L tijBij(x, y)
(i.n E T

with {(O, On of- T then t(x, y) passes through at least one interpolation point
of In + m- nl __ ml' meaning that ((Xi' yJ = 0 for some (i, j) E In + m nl - mi'

Proof We know that p = tp*, q = tq*, and that

(fq - p)(x, y) = (fq* - p*)(x, y) t(x, y)

with op* c op and oq* c oq. Let us suppose that t(x i , Yj) of- 0 for (i, j) E

In+m-nl-ml' Then

(fq*- p*)(x, y)= L dijBij(x, y).
(i,i) E r\j2\Jn +m - 'II -m,
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Since To/- {(O,O)} we can renumber Nn-rl[ and Dm - m1 in such a way that

cp*=Nn_~"'_1i

cq* = Dm ~ m, I'

with u and v strictly positive. This contradicts the maximal triangle
described in the lemma for the (n - n" m - m,) rational interpolation
problem. I

This Theorem 6 is a multivariate counterpart for the univariate
Theorem 1. However, a multivariate counterpart for Theorems 3 and 4
does not hold as will be shown in the following examples.

If a generalization of Theorem 3 would hold, then from a minimal solu
tion on the leftmost upward sloping diagonal of the trapezium in Fig. 3,
another solution could be constructed by adding some unattainable points
such that more terms in the Newton series would disappear. The property
of having unattainable points should be investigated for each entry in the
hexagon depicted in Fig. 4. This hexagon consists of the trapezium and its
mirror image just as in the univariate case the square comes from the
triangle and its mirror image.

The following example is a counterexample. Consider

X j = i, i=O, 1,2, ...

)', = j, j = 0, I, 2, ...

J5 = {(0, 0), (I, 0), (0, I ), (I, I ), (2, 0), (2, I )}

l(5) = {1, - 1, - 1, 0, 1, -1}

N 2 = {(O, 0), (1,0), (0, I)}

D)= {(O,O),(I,O),(O, 1),(1, I)}.

_----.... (n-s,m·s)

(n,m-s) f----~r-----7(n,m.s)

(n'S,m-s) IC- y

FIGURE 4
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Then [N1/D]h is singular with [N 1/D 2 ]'J as one of its minimal solutions
on the leftmost upward sloping diagonal from the hexagonal block concen
trated around the entry (1, 3). The maximal triangle emanating from this
minimal solution spans [N I/D 2]'J' [N2ID2]14' and [NJlD 3h. So we
investigate

2-2x
[No/D]], =------

. '2-2x-4y+4xy

in the mirror image of this triangle. We would expect to find that (x 2 , yd
is an unattainable interpolation point but this is not the case.

If a generalization of Theorem 4 would hold, then under similar condi
tions as in Theorem 4 one would find unattainable points further down the
table of multivariate rational interpolants outside the initial hexagonal
block. We give some counterexamples to discourage anyone from believing
that similarities with the univariate case can be proved. Consider

X i = i,

Yi=j,

i = 0, 1,2, ...

j=o, 1,2, ...

17 = {(0, 0), (I, 0), (0, I), (I, I ), (2, 0), (2, I ), (0, 2), (I, 2) }

/(17)= {I, -1, -1,0, I, -1, -1/3,0}

N 3 = {(0, 0), (l, 0), (0, 1), (I, I)}

D 4 = {(0, 0), (1, 0),(0, 1), (l, I), (2, 0) }.

The rational interpolation problem [N 2/D]h is singular with a minimal
solution in [NilD 2 ] 'J' This minimal solution satisfies in addition the
interpolation conditions in (Xi" Yi6) and (xi]' Yi7)' Since the interpolation
condition in (Xi" YiS> is not satisfied, the hexagonal block built around
entry (1, 3) does not stretch beyond the diagonal n + m = 5. We take a look
at

and see whether it has (Xi" Yi') as an unattainable point. It does not.
The following example makes us even more pessimistic.

X;= i,

Yi=j,

i = 0, 1,2, .

j= 0, 1,2, .
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112 = {(O, 0), (1,0), (0, 1), (1, 1), (2,0), (2, 1), (0, 2),

(1,2), (2, 2), (3, 0), (3,1), (3,2), (4, o)}

f(12) = {I, -1, -1,0,10,1/3,10,0,1/5,1,1/2,1/4, 13}

N s = {(O,O), (1,0), (0,1), (1,1), (2,0), (2, I)}

D 7 = {(O, 0), (1, 0), (0,1), (1,1), (2,0), (2,1), (0, 2), (1,2)}.

171

Here we find that the same irreducible form repeats itself in the multi
variate table of rational interpolants without any structural explanation. It
solves two multivariate rational interpolation problems at different entries
which cannot be linked by a singular structure built around one of them.
There are no singularities involved, not even in any of their neighbouring
entries. Also the second entry is not located on a so-called tail of the first
one. In particular we have

with the entries (1,3), (2,2), (2,3), (4,5), (5,5), (5,6), (4,7), and (5,7)
all nondegenerate. Besides all these negative results, we can prove the
following theorem for the particular case D =Dm =1m • We always have
N = Nn= In but now we also extend this to the denominator.

THEOREM 7. Let the rank of the submatrix consisting of the last
m - 1+ 1 columns of the coefficient matrix en + I,n + m be at most m - I with
I> O. Then the interpolation points indexed by I, .. 1 are unattainable points
for [NnllmJ/n+ m '

Proof Since it is given that the matrix

(

Cd' .
'[n+~,elJn+1

Cd/in+m,e/Jn+m

Cd . .)m'n+:,emJn + 1

Cdm in + m .em Jfl1-m

has rank at most m - I, we know that the homogeneous system of
equations
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has at least one nontrivial solution. From this solution we can construct
the solution

(

c .
d()ln. ';' <'0 In + I

CdOin~ m.l'ojn+m

o
;0

m

L Cd"i,.<'"i,bd"<,,, = ai,j,' V = I• .... n
Jl~O

for the rational interpolation problem [Nn/DmL+m' If Dm=1m then
d k = ik> ek = jk for k = 0, ... , m. and D m satisfies the inclusion property.
Since Nil already equals III and hence also satisfies the inclusion property,
we have that

pIx. y) = I auBu(x, y)
(i,j) E IJ.n

q(x,y)= L buBJ"y)
(i.j) E JI,m

satisfy

(i,j)E/'l

which completes the proof. I

COROLLARY. Under the same conditions as in the preceding theorem
we put dk=min{d" ... ,dm } and ek=min{e" ...,em }. For dk=O we define
J 1 = 0 and for dk > 0 we define J] = {O ~ i < dk IU. j) E 1,_ d. The same is
done for ek producing a set J 2 . Then

f1 (X-Xi) f1 (Y-Yj)
;eJI jEJ2

is a common factor of p and q solving [NII/DmJ/n+m'

In the univariate case conditions such as D m = 1m are alWays satisfied. An
enumeration of the interpolation points and numerator and denominator
coefficients is quite obvious when one is working with only one variable. In
the multivariate case familiar facts such as an enumeration satisfying
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which is always true in the univariate case, are not valid anymore and these
facts disturb a lot of the univariate results when one tries to generalize
them. This is the price paid for the generality of the framework. In future
research we intend to concentrate on some particular enumerations or
degree sets in order to preserve more of the univariate results.
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